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TECHNI'QUES FOR HANDLINGAND PROCESSING The solution is then drained and the plates finish drying in room air and at room temperature.
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GD =~(l-e-~(T)t),
where GD is the contributionto the gra.in count by the dry stage"
an is the number of grains rendered developableby the passage of a charged particle (function of the velocity only),
A-.(T) is a function of the temperature

TJ t is time in dry stageo
Then the total grain count is given by
where Gas is the contribution to grain count by cold presoak.
Such a simple analysis gives a surprising fit to the data. 
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As can be seen from Figs. l~2, 3~and 49 eradication reduces the grain count to about 50% the uneradiaated value. This is a little greater , loss than other workers have reported.
The random grain 1:ackground was examined for emulsions of equal grain count for the two developers used» and found to be very nearly the same0 0 We have round that extending the time for 25 C Brussels development to 75 minutes increased the random grains to an almost intolerable level.
(2) A typical plot of grain count as a function of depth in 600 JL emulsions shows uniform sensitivity with depth until within 30~to 50õ
f the surfaceo At this depth the grain count starts to falloff, and is only about half at the very surfaceo , and furthermore, it does not limit the working distance of the objective~(Qe now 1.J8e 10 rni cJ'on G-5 for oUr grids)
Dro Harry Heckman of this laboratory is making prints of these matrices directly on the pellicles themselves~and has obtained satisfactory resultso However, mistakes in exposure cannot be rectified, and there is the possibility of losing a track along a line of the matrix.
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